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CHAPîER 2



Origins and development



Liberalism



As a systematic political creed, liberalism may not have existed before the nineteenth centur¡ but it was based on ideas and theories that had developed during



the previous 300 years. Indeed, as Paul Seabright (2004) argued, the origins of liberalism can perhaps be traced back as.far as to earþ agricultural societies, when people started living in settled communities and were forced, for the first time, to



find ways of trading and living with



Preview



A system of agrarianbased product¡on that



The term 'liberal' has been in use since the fourteenth century but has had a wide variety of meanings.The Latin /iåer referred to a class of free men; in other words, men who were neither serfs nor slaves. lt has meant generous, as in 'liberal' hetpings of food and drink; or, in reference to sociaI attitudes, it has imptíed openness or openmindedness. lt atso came to be associated increasingty with the ideas of freedom and choice. The term 'liberalism', to denote a political allegiance, made its appearance much later: ìt was not used until the early part of the nineteenth century, being first emptoyed in Spain in 18'lZ. By the i840s, the term was widely recognized throughout Êurope as a reference to a distinctìve set of political ideas. However, it was taken up more slowty in the UK: though the Whigs started to ca[[ themselves Liberats during the '1830s, the first distinctty Liberal government was not .1868. formed untiÌ Ctadstone took office in The central theme of liberal ideology is a commitment to the individual and the desire to construct a society in which people can salisfy their interests and achieve fulfilment. Liberals believe that human beings are, first and foremost, individuats, endowed with reason. This implies that each individual should enjoy the maximum possible freedom consistent with a like freedom for a[[. However, atthough individuals are entitled to equal legal and political rights, they shoutd be rewarded in line with their talents and their willingness to work. Liberal societies are organized potiticatly around the twin principtes of constitutionalism and consent, designed to protect citizens from the danger of government



tyranny. Nevertheless, there are significant differences between classical liberalism and modern [ìberalism. Classical liberalism is characterized by a betief in a 'minimal' state, whose function is timited to the maintenance of domestic order and personal security. Modern liberalism, in contrast, accepts that the state should hetp people



to help themselves.
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Liberalism, government and democracy Classical
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Modern liberalism Liberalism in a global Questions for
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strangers. Nevertheless, iiberalism as a developed ideology was a product ofthe breakdown offeudalism in Europe, and the growth, in its place, of a market or capitalist society. In many respects, liberalism reflected the aspirations of the rising middle classes, whose interests conflicted with the established power of absolute monarchs and the landed aristocracy. Liberal ideas were radical they sought fundamental reform and even, at times, revolutionary change. The English Revolution of the seventeenth century, and the American Revolution of 1776 and French Revolution of



L789 each embodied elements that were distinctively liberal, even though the word'liberal'was not at the time ldefence for monarchiused in a political sense. Liberals challenged the absolute power of the monarchy, supposedly based on the doctrine of the'divine right of kingsi In place of absolutisrn, they advocated constitutional and, later, representative governlA form of government potiticat which ment. Liberals criticized the political and economic privilin lpower is concentrated leges of the landed aristocracy and the unfairness of a lin the hands of a single feudal system in which social position was determined by lindividuat or small ln particutar, an the hccident of birthl They also supported the movement lBrorp, Fbi:11':':T:nl: towards freedom of conscience in religion and questioned the authority of the established church. The nineteenth century was in many way the liberal century. As industrialization spread throughout western countries, liberal ideas triumphed. Liberals advocated an industrialized and market economic order 'free' from government interference, in which businesses would be allowed to pursue profit and states encouraged to trade freelywith one another. Such a system ofindustrial capitalism developed first in the UK, from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, and subsequently spread to North America and throughout Europe, initially into western Europe and then, more graduall¡ into eastern Europe. From the twentieth century onwards industrial capitalism exerted a powerful appeal for developing states in Africa, Asia and Latin America, especially when social and political development was defined in essentially western terms. However, developing-world states have sometimes been resistant to the attractions of liberal
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capitalism because their political cultures have emphasized communþ rather than the individual. In such cases, they have provided more fertile ground for the



growth of socialism, nationalism



or religious fundamentalism, rather than



western liberalism.
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A tradition within



libera[ism that seek to maximize the realm of unconstrained individual action, typicatly by establishing a minimaI state and a reliance on market economics.
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A tradition within Iiberalism that provides (¡n contrast to classical



liberalism) a qualified endorsement for social and economic ¡ntervention as a means of promoting



Liberalism has undoubtedly been the most powerful ideological force shaping the western political tradition. Nevertheless, historical developments since the nineteenth century have clearly influenced the nature and substance of liberal ideology. The character of liberalism changed as the 'rising middle classes' succeeded in establishing their economic and political dominance. The radical, even revolutionar¡ edge of liberalism faded with each liberal success. Liberalism thus became increasingly conservative, standing less for change and reform, and more for the maintenance of existing - largely liberal institutions. Liberal ideas, too, could not stand still. From the late nineteenth century onwards, the progress of industrialization led liberals to question, and in some ways to revise, the ideas of early liberalism. Whereas earþ or cLassical, liberalism had been defined by the desire to minimize government interference in the lives of its citi



zens, modern liberalism came to be associated with welfare provision and economic managment. As a result, some commentators have argued that liberalism is an incoherent ideolog¡



principles and institutions. Progress, in short, was understood in strictly liberal terms. During the twentieth century, however, it became fashionable to portray liberalism as morally neutral. This was reflected in the belief that liberalism gives priority to 'the right' over the goodl In other words, liberalism strives to establish the conditions in which people and groups can pursue the good life as each defines it, but it does not prescribe or try to promote any particular notion of what is good. From this perspective, liberalism is not simply an ideology but a 'meta-ideology'; that is, a body of-rules that lays down the grounds on which political and ideological debate can take place. However, this does not mean that liberalism is simply a philosophy of do your own thing'. \Mhile liberalism undoubtedly favours openness, debate and self-determination, it is also characterized by a powerful moral thrust. The moral and ideological stance of liberalism is embodied in a commitment to a distinctive set of values and beliefs. The most important of these are:
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individualism freedom reason



justice toleration.



development.



embracing contradictory beliefs, notably about the desirable role of the state.



Cone themes:



the primaey of the individuat



in a sense, the ideology of the industrialized west. so deeply life that their influence can become hard to discern, liberalism appearing to be indistinguishable from 'western civilization in general. Liberal thinkers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, An intellectual influenced by an Enlightenment belief in universal movement that Liberalism is,



have liberal ideas permeated political, economic and cultural
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reached ìts height ¡n the eighteenth century and challenged



traditionaI betiefs in r
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religion, politics and tearning in general in the name of reason and progress.



reason, tended to subscribe to an explicitly foundationist form of liberalism, which sought to establish fundamental values and championed a particular vision of human



flourishing or excellence, usually linked to personal autonomy. This form of liberalism was boldly universalist, in that it implied that human history would be marked by the gradual but inevitable triumph of liberal



lndividualism In the modern world, the concept of the individual is so familiar that its political significance is often overlooked. In the feudal period, there was little idea of individuals having their own interests or possessing personal and unique identities. Rather, people were seen as members of the social groups to which they belonged: their famil¡ village, local community or social class. Their lives and identities were largely determined by the character of these groups in a process that changed little from one generation to the next. Howeyer, as feudalism was



displaced



by increasingly market-orientated



societies, individuals were



confronted by a broader range of choices and social possibilities. They were encouraged, perhaps for the first time, to thinkþr themselves, and to think o/ themselves in personal terms. A serf, for example, whose family might always have lived and worked on the same piece of land, became a 'free man and acquired some ability to choose for whom to worh or perhaps the opportunity to leave the land altogether and look for work in the growing towns or cities. As the certainties of feudal life broke down, a new intellectual climate emerged. Rational and scientific explanations gradually displaced traditional religious theories, and society was increasingly understood from the viewpoint



LIBERALISM



society for themi In contrast, later liberals have held a more optimistic view of hurnan nature, and have been innate character of all more prepared to believe that egoism is tempered human beings: what by a sense ofsocial responsibilit¡ especially owe to nature a responsibility for rather than to society those who are unable to look after themselves. Whether (see p. 71). egoism is unrestrained or is qualified by a sense of social responsibilit¡ liberals are united in their desire to create a society in which each person is capable of developing and flourishing to the full_ Human nature ïhe essential and



INDIVIDUATISM lndividualism is the betief in the supreme importance of the indÍvidual o,rer any sociat group or coltective body. ln the form of methodological individualism, this suggests that the individuat is centrat to any politicat theory or social explana_



tion



- all statements



about societ¡r



should be made in terms of the individu_ als who compose it. Ethical individualism, on the other hand, impties that societ¡r should be constructed so as to benefit



the individual, giving moral priority to individual rights, needs or interests. Ctassical liberals and the new right subscribe



ta
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individuatism,



which places emphasis on self-



ness of his or her potential.



interestedness and self-reliance. Modern Liberals, in contrast, have advanced a developmenfal form of individualism that prioritizes human ftourishing over the quest for interest satisfaction.



Freedorn



of the human individual.



individuals were thought to possess personal and distinctive qualities: each was of special value. This was evident in the growth of natural rights theories in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which are discussed later, in relation to classical lib eralism. Immanuel Kant (see p.s4) expressed a similar belief in the dignity and equal worth of human beings in his conception of individuals as 'ends in themselves' and not merely as means for the achievement of the ends of others. However, emphasizing the importance of the individual has two contrasting implications. First, it draws attention to the uniqueness of each human being: individuals are defined primarily by inner qualities and attributes specific to themselves. .they S econd, nevertheless each share the same status in that they are all, first and foremost, individuals. Many of the tensions within liberal ideology can, indeed, be traced back to these rival ideas ofuniqueness and equality. A belief in the primacy of the individual is the "chaqacteristic theme of liberal ideolog¡ but it has influenced liberal thought A belíef that society is made up of a collection



of setf-interested and



[arçly se[Êsufficient individuals, or âtoms, rather than socia[ grouPs.



29



in different ways. It has led some liberals to view society as simply a collection of individu_ als, each seeking to satis$r his or her own needs and inter_ ests. Such a view has been equated with atom ism; indeed, it can lead to the belief that 'society' itself does not exist, but is merely a collection of self-suffìcient individuals. Such extreme individualism is based on the assumption



that the individual is egoistical, essentially self-seeking,



and largely self-reliant. C. B. Macpherson (1973) characterized early liberalism as þossessive individualism', in that it regarded the individual as 'the proprietor of his own person or capacities, owing nothing



to
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POLITiCAL IDEOLOGiES
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PERSPECTIVES ON



LIBERALS give priority



to freedom



-



Positive



vidual. Modern liberals, on the other hand, have been attracted to a mo(e þositive' conception of liberty - positive freedom - defined by Berlin as the ability to be one's



as the supreme individuatist value. White classical



lìberals support negat¡ve freedom, understood as the absence of constraints



of choice



of external restrictions or constra¡nts on the individual, allowing freedom of choice.



of liberty and a'positive'one. Earþ or classical liberals have believed in negative freedorn, in that freedom consists in each person being left alone, free from interference and able to act in whatever way he or she may choose. This conception of freedom is 'negative' in that it is based on the absence of external restrictions or constraints on the indi-



The absence



FREEDOM -



or freedom



modern liberals advocate positive freedom in the sense of personal



devetopment and human flourishing.



Setf-mastery or selfrealization; the



C0NSERVATIVES have traditionalty endorsed a weak view of freedom as the witting recognition of duties and responsibilities, negative freedom posing a threat



to the fabric



of society.The new right, however, endorses negative freedom in the economic sphere,



achievement of autonomy or the development of human capac¡ties.



freedom of choice in the marketptace.



to refer to selffutfilment achieved through either free creative labour or cooperative social interaction, Social democrats have drawn close to modern tiberalism ¡n treating freedom as the realization of individuat potentia[. S0CIALISTS have generalty understood freedom in positive terms



it to be irreconcilabte with to mean the achievement of



AIIARCHISTS regard freedom as an absolute vatue, believing any form of potiticat authority. Freedom is understood



personal autonomy, not merely being'teft atone' but being rationally setf-witled and selfdirected. FASCISTS reject any form of individuat tiberty as a nonsense.'True' freedom, in contrast, means unguestioning submission



to the witt of the leader and the absorption of the



individuat into the nôtional community. EC0L0GISTS, particutarty deep ecotogists, treat freedom as the achievement of oneness, self-realization through the absorption of the personal ego into the ecosphere or universe ln contrast with politicat freedom, this is sometimes seen as'inner'freedom, freedom as se[f-actualization. RELIû|OUS FUÍ'¡DAMENTALISTS see freedom as essentialty an inner or spiritual quatity Freedom means conformity to the revealed witl of Cod, spiritual futfitment being associated



with submission to retigious authority.



to liberty. This has been expressed by |ohn Rawls (see p. 55) in the principle that everyone is entitled to the widest possible liberty consistent with a like liberty for all.



While liberals agree about the value of liberty, they have not always agreed about what it means for an individual to be 'freei In his 'Two Concepts of Liberty ([1958] 1969),Isaiah Berlin (see p.328) distinguishedbetween a'negative'theory
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own master; to be autonomous. Self-mastery requires that the individual is able to develop skills and talents, broaden his or her understanding, and gain fulfilment. This led to an emphasis on the capacity of human beings to develop



and ultimateþ achieve self-realization. These rival conceptions of liberty have not merely stimulated academic debate within liberalism, but have also encouraged liberals to hold very different views about the desirable relationship between the individual and the state.



Reason The liberal case for freedom is closely linked to a faith in reason. Liberalism is, and remains, very much part of the Enlightenment project. The central theme of the Enlightenment was the desire to release humankind from its bondage to superstition and ignorance, and unleash an ãge of reasorÍ. Key Enlightenment thinkers included Jean-Jacques Rousseau (see p. 190), Immanuel Kant (see p. 54), Adam Smith (see p. 54) and ]eremy Bentham (see p. 54). Enlightenment rationalism influenced liberalism in a number of ways. in the first place, it strengthened its faith in both the individual and freedom. To the extent that human beings are rational, thinking creatures, they are capable of defining and pursuing their own best interests. By no means do liberals believe that individuals are infallible in this respect, but the belief in reason Authority exercised from above for the builds into liberalism a strong bias against paternalisnl. guidance and support of those below modelled on the relationship between fathers and children



Not only does paternalism prevent individuals from making their own moral choices and, if necessary, from learning from their own mistakes, but it also creates the



prospect that those invested with responsibility for others will abuse their position for their own ends. A further legacy of rationalism is that liberals are inclined to view human history in terms of progress. Progress literally means advance, a movement forward. In the liberal view, the expansion of knowledge, particularþ through the scientific revolution, enabled people not only to understand and explain (see p.81).
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RATIONALISM Rationalism is the betief that the wortd has a rational structure, and that this can be disclosed through the exercise of human reason and critical enquiry. As a philosophical theory, rationalism ís the



belief that knowtedge ftows from reason rather than experience, and thus contrasts wíth empiricism. As a general principle, howwer, rationalism places a heavy emphasis on the capacit¡r



of



lA moral standard j



of



I



While rationalism does not dictate the ends of human conduct, ¡t certainly



]



on principle and reason-governed behav_ iou¡ as opposed to a reliance on custom or tradition, or on non-rational drives and impulses.



their world but also to help shape it for the better. In short, the power of reason gives human beings the capacity to take charge of their ow' rirr",



and fashion their own destinies. Reason emancipates humankind from the grip of the past and from the weight of custom anà tradition. Each generation'is thus able to advance beyond the last as the stock of human knoriredge and understanding increases progressively. This also explains the characteristic liberat emphasis on education. People can better or improve themselves through the acquisition of knowledge and the abandonmeni of prejudice and supãrstition. Education, particularþ in the modern liberal view, is iherefore u gooa in itself. It is a vital of,promoting personal serf-developmênt and, if extended wider¡ of 1:ans bringing about social advancement. Reason' moreover, is signifìcant in highrighting the importance of discussion, debate and argument. whire liberars "ur""g.rr"ruþ opìi-irti. about human nature, seeing people as reason-guided creatures, they have.seldom subscribed to the utopian creed of human peifectibility because tþey recognize the power of self-interest and egoism. The inevitable resurt



of this is riíaky and conflict. Individuals battle for scarce resources, businesses compete to increase profits, states struggle for security or strategic advantage, and så on. The liberal prefer_ ence is clearly that such conflicts be settled through debate and negotiation. The great advantage of reason is that it provides a basis on which rivä claims and demands can be evaluated do they'stand up to anaþis; are they.reasonabre,? _Furthermore, it highlights the cost of not resolvrng disputes peacefully: namel¡ violence, bloodshed and death. Liberars thereforJ typically depr*.-tt use of force and aggression; for example, war is invariably seen as an option of "the very last resort. From the liberal perspective, the use offorce is justified either on the grounds of self-defence or as a means of countering oppression, but always only after reason and argument have been exhausted.
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a fair or



ldistribution of



lerns.



suggests how these ends should be pursued. lt is associated with an emphasis



the notion of justifiabte
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human beings to understand and exptain their world, and to f¡nd sotutions to prob_



Justice ]



fairness and



limpartiatity;sociat ljustice



wealth
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and rewards in society. ]



The prìnciple



that



human beings are of identical worth or are entitled to be treated in the same way;
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Justice denotes a particular kind of moral judgement, in particular one about the distribution of rewards and punishment. In short, justice is about giving each person what he or she is duel The narrower idea of social justice refers to the distribution of material rewards and benefits in society, such as""wages, profits, housing, medjcal care, welfare benefits and so on. The liberal theory of justice is based on a belief in equality of various kinds. In the first



place, individualism implies a commitment to foundational equatit¡r. Human beings are seen to be'borrt' equal in the sense that each individual is of equal moral worth, an idea embodied in the notion of natural rights or human rights. Second, foundational equality implies a belief in formal equality or equal citizenship, the idea that individuals should enjoy the same formal status within society, particularþ in terms of the distribution of rights and entitlements. consequentl¡ liberals fiercely disapprove of any social privileges or advantages that are enjoyed by some but denied to others on the basis of irrational'factors such as gender, race, colour, creed, religion or social background. Rights should not be reserved for any particular class of person, such as men, whites, christians or the wealthy. This is the sense in which liberalism is difference blindl The most important forms of formal equality are legal equality and political equality. The former emphasizes 'equalitybefore the law' and insists that all non-legal factors be strictly irrelevant to the process of legal decision-making. The latter is embodied in the idea of bne peïson, one vote; one vote, one value', and underpins the liberal commitment to democracy. Third, liberals subscribe to a belief in equality of opportunity. Each and every individual should have the same chance to rise or fall in society. The game of life, in that sense, must be played on a level playlng field. This is not to say that there should be equality of outcome or reward, and that living conditions and social circumstances should be the same for all. Liberals believe social equality to be undesirable because people are not born the same. They possess different talents and skills, and some are prepared to work much harder than others. Liberals believe that it is right to reward merit (ability and the willingness to worþ; indeed, they think it is essential to do so if Literally, rule by those with merit, merit being people are to have an incentive to realize their potential and intelligence plus effort; develop the talents with which they were born. Equaliqr for a soc¡ety in which a liberal, means that individuals should have an equal social position is determined exclusively opportunity to develop their unequal skills and abilities. by abitity and hard This leads to a belief in 'meritocracyi A meritocratic work. society is one in which inequalities of wealth and social
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position solely reflect the unequal distribution of tarent and apprication among human beings, or are based on factors beyond human .orrtrol, ø, luck or chance (though some riberars berieve that "xample, alr aspects of luck, incluaing natural abiliry should be irrelev¿nt todistributive justice, a position called .luck egalitar_ ianism' (Dworkin 2000)). such a society is socialþiust because individuars are judged by their gender, the corour oithei^kin á. their religron, brrt u..ord1ot ing to their talents and wiilingness to work, or what Martin rrither King calred the content oftheir characteri By extension, sociar equatity is unjust because it treats unlike individuars alike. However, riberal thinkers ;ír"g*ed. about how these broad principles ofjustice should be appried in practice. crassical riber_ als have endorsed strict meritocracy on both ãconomic und moral grounds. Economicall¡ they prace heavy stress on the need for incentives. Morally, justice requires that unequal individuars are not treated equally. Modern liberals, on the other hand, have taken sociar justice to imply a berief in some measure of social equality' For example, in-A Theory o¡ ¡ustice (rg70), fohn Rawrs argued that economic inequality is only justifiable if it works to the benefit of the poorest in
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should be extended to all matters regarded as 'private', on the grounds that, like religion, they concern moral questions that should be left to the individual.



In On Liberty ([L859) 1972), J. S. Mill developed a wider justification for toleration that highlighted its importance to society as well as the individual. From the individual's point of view toleration is primarily a guarantee of personal autonomy and is thus a condition for moral self-development. Nevertheless, toleration is also necessary to ensure the vigour and health of society as a whole. Only within a free market of ideas will 'truth efflerge, as good ideas displace bad ones and ignorance is progressively banished. Contest, debate and argument, the fruit of diversity or multiplicit¡ are therefore the motor of social progress. For Mill, this was particularly threatened by democracy and the spread of dull conformism', linked to the belief that the majoritymust always be right. Mill ([1859] 1972) was thus able to argue as follows:



society.



Toleration



If all mankind minus one, were of one opinion, and only one person were of the contrary opinion, mankind would be no more justified in silencing that one person, than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind. Sympathy for toleration and diversity is also linked to the liberal belief in a balanced societ¡ one not riven by fundamental conflict. Although individuals and social groups pursue very different interests, liberals hold that there is a deeper harmony or balance among these competing interests. For example, the interests of workers and employers differ: workers want better pa¡ shorter hours and improved working conditions; while employers wish to increase their profits



by keeping their production costs



-



-



including wages as low as possible. Nevertheless, these competing interests also complement one another: workers need jobs, and employers need labour. In other words, each group is essential to the achievement of the other groups goals. Individuals and grgups may pursue self-interest, but a natural equilibrium will tend to assert itself. The relationship between liberalism, pluralism and diversity is examined further



in Chapter



11,



in connection with multiculturalism.



Liberalism, government and democracy liberal state believe that a balanced and tolerant society will simply develop of the free actions of individuals and voluntarv associations. This
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The English Revolution of the seventeenth century, and the. American Revolution of 1776 and French Revolution of. L789 each embodied ..... capacÂ¡ties. Authority exercised from above for the guidance and support of those below modelled on the relationship between fathers and children. (see p.81). LIBERALISM. 5t. 
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